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1. INTRODUCTION 
For N 2 1, let X2 C RN be a bounded domain which has a boundary asZ of 
class C’s (if N > 2). We consider, for simplicity, the boundary-value problem 
-44 + 44 = w44) 
u(x) = 0 
for x E Sz, 
for x E af2, 
U*l) 
(l-2) 
where c >, 0 is a constant and where there exist continuous functions h,: [O, l] -+ 
(0, CO) and h,: [l, a) + (0, co) such that 
f(P) = MP) for 0 <p < 1, 
= UP> for1 <p<oO. 
The valuef(1) need not be related to Jz,, and h, , but we assume that f(1) > 0. 
Let C,(n) = (ZJ E C(n): u(z) > 0 for all x ~a> and let 11 u /) = max(j %(x)1: 
x E i2) for 24 E C(Q). If h,(l) # hr( 1) we cannot expect to find a classical solution 
u of (1 .l), (1.2) with 1) u 11 > 1. This leads us to consider other definitions of 
solution. As we shall see there are two interesting candidates. Since both the 
function u and the number h are unknown quantities in (1 .l) we consider a 
solution of (1. l), (1.2) to be an ordered pair (u, h). 
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DEFINITION 1.1. A pair (u, h) E W,,(Q) x [0, CO) is called a solution of 
(l.l), (1.2) of type I if 
u(x) 3 0 for all x E Q, 
u(x) = 0 for all x G ai2, 
and --du(x) + CU(X) = hf(u(x)) for almost all x E Q. 
Remark. We use the usual notation for function spaces. (See, for example, 
[l].) Since IV&#2) C Cr(@ by the Sobolev embedding theorems (see, for 
for example, [1, Theorem ll.l]), we see that the definition makes sense. Fur- 
thermore, iff: [0, co) + (0, co) is continuous, this definition coincides with the 
usual definition of a strong solution of (l.l), (1.2). 
There is, however, another useful definition. For this let j be the set-valued 
function defined by 
P(P) = If(P)> if P f 1, 
j(l) = closed interval with end points h(l) and h,(l). 
DEFINITION 1.2. A pair (u, h) E W&(Q) x [0, co) is called a solution of 
(1.1), (1.2) of type II if 
u(x) 3 0 for all x G 0, 
u(x) = 0 for all x E af-2, 
and --AU(X) + M(X) E hf(u(x)) for almost all x E Sz. 
Iffis continuous on [0, co), the two definitions are clearly equivalent, and iff 
is Holder continuous on [0, 03) both definitions are equivalent to the usual 
definition of a classical solution of (l.l), (1.2). If f(l) EJ(I), every solution of 
type I is a solution of type II. If {x: u(x) = 1} has measure zero, then (u, h) is a 
solution of type I, if and only if (u, h) is a solution of type II. For the case N = 1, 
these two definitions have already been compared and shown to be essentially 
different if f is discontinuous [24]. 
To state our main results we need a little more notation. Let Y(I) = {(u, h) E 
W&,(Q) x [0, co): (u, X) is a solution of type I> and Y(I1) = ((u, X) E W&,(sZ) x 
[O, co): (u, h) is a solution of type II}. We consider Y(1) and Y(I1) as metric 
spaces with the metric induced from Cl(o) x R. Also (0,O) E 9’(I) n Y(I1) 
and we use 9?(I) and ‘X(11) to denote, respectively, the components (i.e., maximal 
connected subsets) of Y(I) and Y(I1) containing the point (0,O). 
THEOREM 1 .l. (a) For all c > 0, V(I1) is an unbounded subset of Cl@) x R. 
(b) For c = 0, V(1) is an unbounded subset of Cl(a) x R. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that k,,(p) > h,(l) for aZZ p E [0, 11. There exists a 
constant c > 0 suck that V(1) is a bounded subset of Cl@) x R. 
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Both the results are established in greater generality than is stated above. 
The Laplacian is replaced by a uniformly strongly elliptic second order operator 
for which the maximum principle holds and the functionf may depend also on x 
and h as well as on U(X). Furthermore, f may be discontinuous at more than one 
value of U(X). 
The above results generalize some of the results concerning %(I) and V(I1) 
obtained previously for N = 1 [2,4]. Th e results in one dimension are, of 
course, somewhat sharper. The earlier work of Kuiper [5, 61 also discusses the 
problem (l.l), (1.2) for d iscontinuous nonlinearities with N >, 1, but only 
solutions of type I are considered. Kuiper gives hypotheses which ensure that 
%?(I) is an unbounded subset of C’(D) x R. 
Moreover the boundedness of the components V(I) and V(I1) can be 
considered with respect to other metrics on Y(I) and Y(I1). Since the identity is 
a continuous mapping of Cl(a) into C(o), V(1) and %(II) are both connected 
subsets of C(D) x [0, co), and since the right hand side of (1.1) does not depend 
upon the derivatives of U(X), we see that %(I) (V(I1)) is a bounded subset of 
C(a) x [0, co), if and only if %?(I) (%Y(II)) is a bounded subset of Cl(D) x [0, co). 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section we give some general 
results about positive “multivalued mappings” in Banach space. The main 
result here is a generalization of a theorem of Krasnoselskii and a corollary which 
asserts that a certain component of positive solutions of an operator-equation 
is unbounded. In Section 3 we apply this result directly to establish the unbound- 
edness of the component %?(II) (Th eorem 3.1). Then in Sect. 4 we consider the 
component V(1). The main results here are Theorems 4.2 and 4.4. 
But results concerning the eigenvalue problem (1. I), (1.2) can also be used to 
obtain information about the Dirichlet problem: 
u E KdQn> and -4x) + cu(x> =f(u(x>> 
24(X) = 0 
for almost all x E Sz, 
(1.3) 
for x E 8Q. (1.4) 
For example, if c > 0 and lim,,, p-if(p) = 0, we know by the results of 
Section 3 that there exists a function u in W&&2) such that U(X) >, 0 for all 
x E f2, 
-44 + cu(x) ~f(~(X>, for almost all x E Q, 
u(x) = 0 for x E X?. 
In Section 5 we show that, for a large class of functionsf: [0, co) -+ (0, co) such 
that h(l) > h,(l) and lim,,,p-if(p) = 0, th ere exists c > 0 for which the 
Dirichlet problem (1.3), (1.4) does not have any solution in W&(Q). 
As far as motivation for the study of problems involving discontinuous non- 
linearities is concerned, we may refer to the problem of Joule heating discussed 
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by Kuiper [5, 61 and Fleishman and Mahar [17]. Related but somewhat different 
problems (since f is zero for 0 < U(X) < 1) have been studied by Temam [18] 
and Berger and Fraenkel [19]. We shall discuss this case in a subsequent article. 
2. POSITIVE MAPPINGS IN BANACH SPACE 
The following notation and definitions are used in what follows. Let X, Y 
denote real Banach spaces. Since no confusion can arise, we denote the norms 
in both spaces by 11 . I/ . If M is a subset of Y and E > 0, we denote by 
B[M, c] : = (y E Y: d(M, y) < E}, where d(M, y) := inf{li x - y I/: x E M}. 
Let D C X and F C Y. A multivalued mapping G: D --o F is called upper semi- 
continuous at x,, E D if 
VE > 0, 36 > 0 such that, if IIY - %I/ < 6, 
then 
G(Y) C B[G(xo), 4 
A multivalued mapping C: D --o Y is called upper semicontinuous (on D), if G 
is upper semicontinuous at each point of D. A mapping G: D --o F is said to be 
compact if it is upper semicontinuous on D, if G(x) is nonempty, closed, and 
convex for all x E D and if G(Q) (th e c osure 1 of G(Q) in Y) is compact for each 
bounded subset d of D. 
We add in passing that if G is upper semicontinuous on B, and G(x) is closed 
for each x E 0, then the graph of G is a closed subset of X x Y. 
Finally, a subset K of a real Banach space is called cone if K is closed, 
convex, olK C K for every positive real number 01 and K n (-K) = (0). We 
assume that K # {O}. 
Now we can state the main theorem of this section, which is a “multivalued 
version” of [7, Theorem 1.1, p. 2431. 
THEOREIG 2.1. Let Y be a Banach space, let 8 be a bounded open subset of Y 
containing 0, and let K be a cone in Y. If &: K--o K is a compact mapping such 
that 
inf{li z 1~: z E ?J@‘(%’ n K)} > 0, 
then theve exist p > 0 and y E 3Q n K such that y E p&‘(y). 
Proof. Let r: Y---f K be a retraction (i.e., n is a bounded, continuous map- 
ping of Y onto K such that r(y) = y for ally E K) and let T : = &’ 0 VT: D --D K. 
The mapping T is compact since n is bounded and continuous and since &’ 
is compact. Moreover, if y E pT(y) f orsomep&OandyEY, thenyEKandso 
T(y) = JOY), i.e., Y E ~4~1. 
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Suppose now that there are no TV > 0 and y E a&? n K such that y E p&(y). 
Then, by the above argument, there are no p 3 0 and y E a!J such that y E pT(y). 
Hence 
deg(l - d”, Q, 0) is defined for all p > 0, 
where deg(1 - pT, Q, 0) d enotes the Cellina-Lasota topological degree for 
compact vector fields [8]. 
Since the homotopy H( y, /A) = y - pT(y) is admissible, in the sense of [S], 
for ail p 3 0, deg(1 - PT, J2,O) is independent of p for all p 3 0. In particular, 
since 0 E Q, deg(l, Q, 0) = 1. Therefore, deg(l - ~LT, Q, 0) = 1 for all p > 0. 
On the other hand, choose p E K\(O). Then there exists a > 0 such that 
w-p$Kforallw~Xwith((wll < 0~. Let n = 2(max{jl y 11: y E &‘}/E). Then 
there exists p,, > 0 such that 
Consider the homotopy H(y, t) = y - p,,T(y) - tap, t E [0, 11, and suppose 
that there exist y E aQ and t E [0, l] such that 0 E H(y, t) = y - p,,T(y) - tnp. 
Then y E K and y - trip E p,,,F4( y). By our choice of n and p0 , we get 
ll~-~~Pll~ll~Il+~~llPll~ll~ll+2llPll~~~~llyII~y~~S2)/~ 
< (1 + 2 II P lib) maxill y II: Y E 8% < inf{/i z II: II z E CL&‘@Q n 0 
(where the last inequality follows from y - trip E p,,d( y) with y E &? n K), 
which is impossible. Therefore 0 $ H(y, t) for all y E asZ and t E [0, 11. Hence, 
since H( y, t) is an admissible homotopy in the sense of [8], deg(l - p,,T, Sz, 0) = 
deg(l - p.,T - np, Sz, 0). Now, for y E Q, II y/n I/ < 42 and so y/n - p $ K. 
Hence, for ally E Q, y - np $ p,,.@‘(y). Therefore deg(.Z - poT - np, Q, 0) = 0, 
and so deg(l - pOT, Q, 0) = 0 with p,, > 0, contradicting the fact that 
deg(1 - ,LLT, Q, 0) = 1 f or all p > 0. Therefore there exist p > 0 and y E &Q n K 
such that 
Consider now a compact mapping A: P x [0, a) --0 P, where P is a cone in 
the real Banach space X. Using the above theorem we are able to prove that the 
set 
Y := {(x, A) E P x [O, co): x E hA(x, h)} 
has an unbounded component. More precisely, we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The component %? of Y containing (0,O) (E .9’) is an unbound- 
ed subset of X x R. 
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Note that this result is trivial if 0 E JO, A) for all X > 0. 
Our proof will make use of the following topological lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Y is a closed subset of X x R, and every closed bounded subset of 
Y is compact. 
Proof. Suppose that {(xn , A,)} is a sequence in Y which converges to some 
(x, A). Let T: P x [0, co) --o P be defined by T(x, A) := hA(x, A). It is easy 
to check that T is compact. Hence the graph of T is closed and so x E T(x, A) = 
Wx, 4, since {(G , 44 converges to (x, A), x, E T(xn , A,) and {xn} converges 
to x. Therefore (x, A) E Y and so Y is closed in X x R. 
Let D be a closed, bounded subset of Y. To prove that D is compact it is 
enough to show that any sequence {(xn , A,)) in D has a convergent subsequence 
in D. We may assume, without loss in generality, that {A,} converges to some --- 
h E [0, co). Since {(xn , A,)} is bounded, (Jn A,A(x, , A,) is compact. Moreover, 
since x, E urn &4(x, , A,) for all n, the sequence {xn} has a subsequence 
{A$} converging to some x E X. Thus, {(xn , A,)} has a subsequence {(x,~ , Ani)> 
which converges to some (x, A) E X x R. 
Now we are in a position to prove Corollary 2.2. 
Suppose that V is bounded. First of all we show that there exists a bounded, 
open subset Q of X x R such that 
G?CsZ and YnaQ= 0. 
In fact, by Lemma 2.3, since $7 is bounded and closed, g is compact. 
Hence, there exists a bounded open subset V of X x R such that V C V. 
Since V and Y n aV are disjoint closed subsets of the compact metric space 
Y n V, a result from point set topology (see, for example, [9, p. 13) establishes 
the existence of disjoint closed subsets C, and C, of ,4p n r such that 
vccc,, 9wavcc,, and c,uC,= YnY. 
In particular, C, C .4p n V and d(C, , C, u aV) > 0. Setting Q := {z E X x R: 
3y~~,~~c~~~~~llz-yllXxR~~~(~~,~2u(2V)},~~~~~lI~l/X~R:=II~ll+ 
1 X / if z = (x, A), Q is a bounded, open subset of X x R such that 
5FC.Q and YnaQ= B (since afi C V\(C, U C,)). 
On the other hand, let Y be the Banach space X x R, endowed with the 
product norm jl * llXXR , let K be the cone P x [0, 00) in Y, and let &: K-0 K 
be the mapping 
22(x, A) ;= (A + 1) ((.s, 1): z E A(x, A)}. 
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Then & is compact and 
inf{li z /Irxa: z E &(U n K)} > 0. 
Hence, by Theorem 2.1, there exist p > 0 and y E 8Lr n K such that y E p&‘(y), 
i.e., there exist X > 0 and x E P such that y = (x, A) and (x, A) E p&(x, A) = 
~(h + 1) {(a, 1): .a E A(x, A)}. Therefore X = p(X + 1) and x = ha E &4(x, A). 
Thus (x, A) E Sp and so Y n LKr # @, contradicting our choice of Q. Hence 97 
must be an unbounded subset of X x R. 
3. ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS WITH SET-VALUED NONLINEARITIES 
In this section we discuss an elliptic boundary-value problem with discontinu- 
ous nonlinearity of a more general type than the one presented in Section 1. 
The principal tool used in the proof of the main result is Corollary 2.2. 
If N > 1, let Q C RN be a bounded domain with boundary aJ2 of class C3 (if 
N > 2). We consider the boundary-value problem 
Lu(x) = - -f &j(X) gg + f Ui(X) a;?) - + 44 u(x) 
i,j=l z 3 i=l I 
where 
= Af(x, 4x>, A) forxESZ, 
U(X) = 0 for x E aQ, 
and 
there exists a constant TV > 0 such that 
i=l 
for all 6 = (fl ,..., f,) E RN and 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
x EQ. (3.4) 
The function f: a x [0, co) x [0, co) -+ (0, co) is assumed to be piecewise 
continuous in u(x) in the following sense. There exists a sequence {an E R: 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,... }, with 0 = a,, < a, < u2 < *a*, which has no finite accumulation 
point and a sequence of continuous functions 
h,: Q x bn , %+11 x [a a) -+ (0, a) for n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
such that 
f (X> P, 4 = &(x7 P, 4 for (x, P, A) EQ x (a, , a,+,) x R. 
The values f (x, a, , A) need not be related to the h, . 
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The discontinuity off at some point a, (as just discussed in Section 1) leads 
us to consider different definitions of solutions. In this section we consider 
solutions of type II (cf. Section 1). 
DEFINITION. A pair (u, h) E W,“,(Q) x [0, co) is called a solution of (3.1), 
(3.2) of type II if 
U(X) 3 0 for all x E Q, 
u(x) = 0 for all x E 82, 
and 
Lf44 fs g(x, u(x), 4 for almost all x E Q, 
where f : 0 x [0, co) x [0, co) --o (0, co) is defined by 
f(x, P, 4 = &(x9 A A>> if x E 0, P E (a, , a,+,), h E R, 
JCx, a, , h) = closed interval with end points h,Jx, ulL , h) and h,(x, a, , h), 
form> 1, XE~, PER, 
and 
P (x, a0 3 4 = @0,(X! @o P 41 for x ~0, h E R. 
Following Section 1, we set Y(I1) := {(u, h) E W& x [0, co): (u, h) is a solution 
of (3.1), (3.2) of type II} and by @(II) the component of Y(I1) with respect to the 
topology of C’(Q) x R containing (0,O). 0 ur aim is to prove the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3.1. V(H) is an unbounded subset of Cl(D) x R. 
The proof is an easy consequence of Corollary 2.2 after some preliminary 
results are stated. Theorem 3.1 extends a result of Rabinowitz [15, Theorem 3.71 
in which the function f is continuous. 
First of all, we would like to point out thatj : 0 x [0, co) x [0, co) --o (0, co) 
is an upper semicontinuous mapping with closed and convex values which takes 
bounded sets to bounded sets. Furthermore, by the assumption (3.3) (3.4) for L, 
the following two theorems hold. 
THEOREM 3.2. If u E W,&(Q) and 
Lu(x) > 0 
u(x) = 0 
for almost all x E Sz, 
for all x E iS2, 
then u(x) > 0 in sz. 
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THEOREM 3.3. For each v E L,(Q), with p 3 2N, there exists a unique solution 
u E W,P(Q) of the problem 
Lu(x) = v(x) for almost all x E Q, 
u(x) = 0 for all x E a.0. 
Remark. Theorem 3.2 is contained in [lo], and Theorem 3.3 is a consequence 
of Schauder’s theorem (see, for example, [I 1, Theorem 1.3, p. 1151) and the 
Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg L,-estimates [ 12, Theorem 15.21: 
if 
u E WD2(Q), for p >, 2N and U(X) = 0 for x E asz, 
then 
Ii 24 llw,2m G Y IILU Ilq2) e 
(3.5) 
For every v ELLS we denote by Gw the unique solution of the linear 
boundary-value problem 
Lu(x) = v(x) for almost all x E 52, 
u(x) = 0 for all x E asz. 
Theorem 3.3 implies that G is a well-defined linear operator from L,,(Q) into 
W&(Q). Moreover, by (3.5) for p = 2N, G maps L2N(Q), and hence L,(Q), 
continuously into W,“,(Q). It is well known (see, for example, [13]) that W&,(Q) 
is continuously imbedded in Cl+lla@). Hence, since Cl+1/2(@ is compactly 
imbedded in Cl@), the linear operator G maps L,(Q) compactly into P(D). Let 
C+l(Q) : = (24 E Cl(Q): U(X) > 0 for all x E Q}, 
Lm,+(!Z) : = {V EL,(Q): V(X) > 0 for almost all x E Qn>. 
C+l(a) and L,,+(o) are cones in P(a) and in L,(Q), respectively. For (u, h) E 
C+‘(a) x [0, co), let F: C+‘(o) x [0, CO) --o L,,+(Q) be the multivalued 
mapping defined by 
F(u, A) : = {U E Lm,+(Q): v(x) ~f”(x, u(x), A) a.e. in fin). 
LEMMA 3.4. The mapping F: C+l(o) x [0, co) --0 Lm,+(Q) hu.s the following 
properties. 
(i) For each (u, A) E C+‘(D) x [0, co), F(u, A) is a nonempty, closed, convex 
subset ~fL~,+(ll). 
(ii) F takes bounded subsets of C+l(o) x [0, 03) to bounded subsets of 
-L+w* 
Proof. (i) If (u, A) E C+‘(D) x [0, co), then u is a bounded, nonnegative 
function. Hence, using the functions h, it is possible to construct a function 
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v E La(Q) such that V(X) E~(x, U(X), X) for almost all x E Sz. Moreover, if 
w EF(u, h), then by the positiveness off, ~1 is nonnegative for almost all x E Q, 
hence v EL m,+(Q). The convexity of F(u, h) is a consequence of the fact that 
!(x, U(X), h) is convex for each (x, U(X), A). To prove that F(u, X) is closed, let 
(vn} be a sequence of L,(Q)-functions in F(u, h) converging to some v E La(Q) 
in the L,(Q)-norm. Let fin, := {X E a: v,(x) $J(x, U(X), A)}. Then 52, is a subset 
(possibly empty) of Q with zero measure. Let fin, be the subset (possibly empty) 
of Q, with zero measure, on which v,(x) does not converge to v(x). Then, for 
each x E a\(& Q, u Sz,), vn(x) E~(x, u(x), A), vn(x) converges to v(x). Since 
f(x, u(x), A) is a closed set, it follows that V(X) E~(x, U(X), h) for all 
x E D\(Un Q, U Q,), i.e., V(X) Ej(x, u(x), X) f or almost all x E Q. Assertion (ii) 
follows from the fact that J takes sets of the form Sz x [0, CX] x [0, p] into 
bounded sets. 
Now let A: C+l(s) x [0, co) --o C+l(o) be the mapping defined by 
A@, A) : = {Gv: v cF(u, A)), 
where G: L,(Q) --+ P(o) is the inverse of L defined above. 
LEMMA 3.5. (i) For each (u, h) E C+‘(Q) x [0, CD), A(u, h) is a nonempty 
subset of C+‘(J=q. 
(ii) The graph of A is a closed subset of C+l(s) x [0, co) x C+l(a). 
Proof. (i) Let (u, X) E C+l@) x [0, co). By Lemma 3.4(i), F(u, h) is non- 
empty. Hence, since G is defined for all v EL,(Q), A(u, h) is nonempty. Let 
y E A(u, h). Then y = Gv for some v EL,,+(Q). Hence, by Theorem 3.2, 
Gv(x) 3 0 for all x E 52, and so y E C+l(!?). 
(ii) Let {(Us , h, , m)} be a sequence in the graph of A which converges to 
some (u, h, y), i.e., the sequence {(u, , h,)} C C+l(o) x [0, CO) converges to 
(u, h) E C+‘(D) x [0, co), the sequence {m} C C+‘(a) converges to y E C+‘(o), 
and yn E A(un , X,) for all 71. 
By the definition of A and Theorem 3.3, it follows that y,, E W.&(Q) and 
LY&) = v&4 for almost all x E Q, 
Y&) = 0 for all x E XI, 
where v, EL ,,+(Q) and v,(x) E~(x, U(X), h) for almost all x E J2. Therefore 
so Ly,(x) 4(x) dx = jo v,(x) d(x) dx for all $ E C’s@) (where C,l(D) denotes 
the subset of P(n) consisting of those functions which vanish on asZ), or equi- 
valently, 
= j v&4 4(x) dx for all 4 E C,‘(Q). D 
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Since (m} converges in the Cl(o)-norm, lim,,,, so Q(X) $(x) dx exists for all 
+ E C,,r(@ and there exists .er EL,,+(Q) such that lim,,,, so v,(x) 4(x) dx = 
Jo V(X) C(x) dx for all + E C,‘(Q). Hence, 
+(x) + 44 ~(4 b(x) 1 dx 
= R 44 (x) dx s for all 4 E C,1(Q). 
Thus, by Theorem 3.3, we get that y E W.& and 
LY(X) = 44 for almost all x E Q, 
Y(X) = 0 for all x E Z& i.e., y = Gv. 
It remains to show that v EF(~, A), i.e., that v(x) E~(x, u(x), A) for almost all 
x E Q. First, we prove that v(x) E~(x, u(x), A) for almost all x E a\lJn w, , where 
w, := {x E 52: u(x) = a,}. Let D be a compact subset of Qi\& w, , and let {ni} 
be a sequence of integers such that the sets Enj :.= {x E Sz: a,$ < U(X) < a,j+,> 
are nonempty. Let Dj : = D CI E, f _Since there exists aj, such that D = uFzj Dj, 
it is enough to prove that v(x) E~(x, u(x), A) for almost all x E Di. Since {un} 
converges to u in Cl@) and hi is continuous, lim,,,, &(x, u,(x), A) = Qx, 
u(x), A) uniformly in Dj. But, for almost all x E Dj, v,(x) = hj(x, Us, A); there- 
fore lim,,,, v,(x) = hj(X, u(x), 4 uniformly for almost all x E Di. Hence 
v(x) = hj(X, u(x), A) f or almost all x E Dj, since {v,} converges (weakly in&(Q)) 
to v. Let Dllm := I;i\B[u,, w, , l/m]. Then Dllnz is a compact subset of a\& w, 
for each m and a\u w, = (Jm Dllln . Using the above argument for Dllm, we 
get that v(x) E~(x, u(x), A) for almost all x E~\U, w, . 
If all w, have measure zero, then there is nothing more to prove. Let us assume 
that the measure of some w, is nonzero. To show that v(x) ~p(x, u(x), A) for 
almost all x E w, , it is enough to prove that 
vc >o, v(x) E B[f(x, a, ,4, ~1 for almost all x E w, . 
Given E > 0, 3s > 0 such that f(B[(x, a, , A), S]) C B[f(x, a, , A), ~1 for all 
XE%n, since f is upper semicontinuous uniformly on bounded sets. Moreover, 
3n(S) E N such that 1 u,(x) - a, 1 < S for all n 3 n(S) and all x E w,,, . Hence 
(x, u,(x), A) E B[(x, u, , A), S] for all x E w, and n > n(S). Therefore 
fCx> G4,A) E BLf(x, a, > A), ~1 for all x E w, and all n 3 n(S). This implies that 
v,(x) E BLb, a,, A), E] for all n 3 n(S) and for almost all x E w, . Using the 
fact that {v,} converges (weakly in&(Q)) to v, we get that v(x) E B[f(x, a, , h), C] 
for almost all x E w, . Therefore v(x) E~(x, u(x), A) for almost all x E a. 
LEMMA 3.6. The mapping A is compact. 
Proof. It follows easily from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5(i) that, for all (u, A) E 
C+l@, x [O, a),A(u, 4 is a nonempty, closed, convex subset of C+l@). 
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Furthermore, since G: L,(Q) -+ C’(K?) is a compact operator, it follows from 
Lemma 3.4(ii) that A takes bounded subset of C+l(a) x [0, co) into relatively 
compact subsets of C+‘(D). 
Suppose now that there exists a point (u, A) E C+l(Q) x [0, 00) such that A 
is not upper semicontinuous at (u, A). Then there exist a constant c > 0 and a 
sequence ((u% , An)} such that 
((24% , A,)) converges to (u, A) and A(%? > 4z) ct B[A(u, A), 4 
Hence there is a sequence z, E A(u, , A) such that z, 6 B[A(u, A), e]. But 
{(Us , A,)} is a bounded sequence and so Un A(u, , A,) is a relatively compact 
subset of C+l(a). H ence there is a subsequence {z$} of {z,J such that {zn,> con- 
verges to z in C+l(a). But since the graph of A is closed by Lemma 3.5(ii), this 
implies that x E A(u, A). This contradicts the fact that z, 4 B[A(u, A), E] and so 
we must conclude that A is upper semicontinuous at every point of C+@) x 
P, co). 
The next lemma enables us to reduce the proof of Theorem 3.1 to an applica- 
tion of the results of Section 2. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let Y := {(u, h) E C+l(a) x [0, co): u E hA(u, X)1. Then 
Y = Y(I1). 
Proof. Suppose that (u, A) E 9, i.e., (u, A) E C+l(o) x [0, co) and 
u E hA(u, A). Then, for some v E L,,+(Q), V(X) E~(x, u(x), A) for almost all 
x E $2, u = hGv and so u belongs to the range of G. But, according to the defini- 
tion of G, this range is a subset of W&(52), and hence u E W&(D). Furthermore, 
by Theorem 3.2, u(x) > 0 for all x E 52 since v EL,,+(D). Therefore (u, A) E 
JqN(Q) x P, =)I, with u(x) > 0 for all x c 0 and 
Lu(x) = h(x) for almost all x E Q, 
u(x) = 0 for all x 6 X?. 
Hence (u, A) E Y(H), since V(X) E~(x, u(x), A) for almost all x E 8. 
On the other hand, if (u, A) E Y(I1) we have (u, A) E IV.&.@) x [0, CO), 
U(X) > 0 for all x E Q and 
44 E A!(% Nx), 8 
u(x) = 0 
for almost all x E Q, 
for all x E 8Q. 
Then 
Lu(x) = Xv(x) 
u(x) = 0 
for all x E B, 
for all x E XJ, 
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with v E&+(Q), V(X) E~(x, U(X), h) f or almost all x E Q. Thus u = h&, with 
v eF(u, A) and so (u, h) E Y. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Since A: C+l(Q) X [0, co) --0 C+l(Q) is a compact mapping from the cone 
C+‘(o) x [0, co) to the cone C+i(Q), by Corollary 2.2, the component V of Y 
containing (0,O) is an unbounded subset of C+‘(D) x [O, co). Hence, by Lemma 
3.7, V(I1) is equal to +? and so must be an unbounded subset of Y(I1). 
As remarked earlier we can consider the boundedness of g(II) with respect 
to various topologies using the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.8. If D is a subset of Y(II), then the following statements are equi- 
valent. 
(i) (11 u Ilw;, + 1 X /: (u, X) E D> is bounded, 
(ii) (11 u I&) + 1 h I: (u, A) E D} is bounded, 
(iii) {II u 11 + 1 h I: (u, A) E D} is bounded. 
Proof. (0 ( ) ( ) z. ii 3 iii since W&(Q) is compactly embedded in Ci@) and 
0(/Z?) is compactly embedded in C(G). 
(iii) 3 (i) sincef takes bounded sets to bounded sets and (3.5) holds. 
Combining the above result with Theorem 3.1 we find that (11 u (I + ( X /: 
(u, X) E V(II)} = [0, co). The question of the boundedness of {]I u 11: (u, h) EV(II)} 
and {X: (u, A) E ‘ig(I1)) can be resolved only by imposing further hypotheses on the 
function f. 
To study these problems let 
and let 
PY(I1) = {h 3 0: there exists (u, X) E Y(II)} 
PV(I1) = {h > 0: there exists (u, h) E V(R)]. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Iff w any given 01 > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that f (x, p, A) 
> 6 for all x ED, p E [0, (~1, h E [0, oo), then {II u 11: (u, A) E %‘(II)} = [0, co). 
Proof. Assume that (11 u 11: (u, X) EV(II)} C [0, cz] for some 01 > 0. Then, 
there exists 6 > 0 such that f (x, p, A) > 6 for all x E 0, p E [0, ~1, h E [O, co). 
Note that for any a, E (0, a), h,,(x, a, , A) > 6 for all x ED, X E R and hn+I(x, 
u,,X)>8forallx~~,andh~[O,co). 
Let # be the function defined by 
L/(x) = 1 
VW) = 0 
for all x E .R, 
for all x E %2. 
(34 
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Then S# E C+(8)\(0) by Th eorems 3.2 and 3.3, and since C+(a) is closed, there 
exists n > 0 such that w - S# # C+(a) for all w E C(Q) with jl w 11 < IZ. Let 
(u, h) E V(II), with /j u /I < a: and h > 0. 
Then 
L 
( 
-5$- - &I/J(+)) 3 0 for almost all x EQ, 
44 - - &J(x) = 0 
h 
for all x E 8sZ, 
Thus, by Theorem 3.2, 
44 __ - &j(x) > 0 x 
for all x E Q. 
This implies that 11 u /l/h > n, and so h < a/n. This contradicts the unbound- 
edness of %(II) in C(Q) x [0, co), and so (11 u I/: (u, h) E V(I1)) = [0, co). 
In the study of P%(II), the lowest real eigenvalue II of the problem 
Lu(x) = Au(x) for all x E fin, 
u(x) = 0 for all x E 8.Q 
plays an important role. Recall that G: L2,&2) + W.&,,(Q) is a bounded linear 
operator and set Tu = Gu for all u E C(Q). Then T: C(Q) + C(o) is a compact 
linear operator and, by Theorem 3.2, T(C+@)) C C+(a). Furthermore II > 0 
and (1-l is equal to the spectral radius of T. (See [16, Theorem (1.16)].) 
LEMMA 3.10. (a) Suppose that u E IV&&?), that u(x) = 0 for all x E i32, 
and that Lu(x) - tu(x) >, 0 for almost all x E 52 where t < A. Then u(x) > 0 
for all x E Q. 
(b) Suppose that u E We,,,, that u(x) > 0 for all x ED, u + 0 in Q, and 
that Lu(x) - tu(x) > 0 for almost all x E Q. Then t < A. 
Proof. (a) By Theorem 3.2, G(Lu - tu) E C+(B). 
Hence u - tGu = u - t Tu E C+(n) and so by [ 16, Theorem 1.131, u E C+(a) 
since t-l > (1-r. 
(b) As above, u - t Tu E C+(a). Since u E C+(D), it follows from [16, 
Theorem 1.131 that t-l > /l-l. 
COROLLARY 3.11. 
(i) If limp,, p-lf (x, p, A) = 0 unifmmly for x ED and h in bounded 
interwaals, then PV(I1) = [0, co). 
(ii) If inf(p-lf (x, p, A): x E Q, p E [0, a), h E [0, co)) > j3 > 0, then 
PY(II) c P, WI. 
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Proof. (i) Assume that PV(I1) C [0, ~1 for some y > 0. Choose l = (1/2y. 
There exists a 6 > 0 such thatf(x, p, A) < l p for all x E D, p > 6 and 0 < X < y. 
Note that for any a, > S, 
h,(x, a, ,4 < 64 for all x E 0, 0 < h < y, 
hnfl@, a, , A) < can forallxE0, O<X<r. 
(3.7) 
Let M be a nonnegative constant such that h,(x, p, A) < EP + M for all n such 
thata,E(O,s),xELiZ,andO<h<y. 
Let w E C2@) be the unique solution of 
(L - (/1/2))Zw(x) = M for all x E Q, 
w(x) = 0 for all x E E&i. 
Consider (ZJ, A) E V(H) with X > 0. Then, by (3.7), (L - (d/2))Z(w(x) - u(x)/h) > 
M + EZI(X) - (1 /A) k(x) > 0 for almost all x E 9 and w(x) - u(x)/h = 0 
for all x E asZ. Therefore by Lemma 3.10(a), it follows that w(x) - u(x)/h > 0 
for all x E Q. Hence I] u 11 < y 11 w jl for all II E V(I1). This contradicts Theorem 
3.1, and so m(II) = [0, co). 
(ii) Assumption (ii) asserts that f (x, p, A) 3 pp for all x E a, p E [0, co), 
p t [0, cc), h > 0. In particular, for any a, , 
4,(x, a, , A) 2 Pa, 
hn+l(x, a, ,4 3 Pa, 
for all x E.0, X > 0 
forallxEQ, X >O. 
(3.8) 
Let (u, A) E Y(II). ThenLu(x) - h@(x) > 0 for almost all x E Q and u(x) 2 0 
for all x ED. Hence, by Lemma 3.10(b), h/3 < A, and so the proof is complete. 
4. ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS WITH SINGLE-VALUED NONLINEARITIES. 
In this section we consider a second concept of solution for elliptic boundary- 
value problems with discontinuous nonlinearities. Under conditions which 
imply that the component V(I1) (d’ iscussed in the previous section) is an un- 
bounded subset of C(a) x [0, co), we find that the corresponding V(1) (accord- 
ing to this second definition) may be a bounded subset of C(a) x [0, co). Thus 
the main result of this section is Theorem 4.2 which asserts that, under certain 
hypotheses on the function f, the component V(1) is bounded. However, in 
certain circumstances the results of Section 3 can be used to establish the 
unboundedness of %‘(I), and Theorem 4.4 is a result of this type. 
409/66/2-z 
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For AT > 1, let Q C R” be a bounded domain which has a boundary of class 
C3 (if N 3 2). Let M be the linear operator 
where Q, ai E C’(s) and there exists a constant TV > 0 such that 
i=l 
for all 6 = (5, ,..., tN) E RN and x EQ. 
We consider the boundary-value problem 
Mu(x) + 4x) = V(4-4) for x E 52, (4.1) 
u(x) = 0 for x E ai2, (4.2) 
where c is a nonnegative constant and the functionf : [0, co) + (0, co) is assumed 
to be continuous except possibly at the point 1 with f( 1) > 0. There exist 
continuous functions h,: [0, I] -+ (0, co) and hi: [l, co) + (0, a~) such that 
f(P)=MP) if O<P<L 
= h,(p) if l<p<co. 
Let us recall what we mean for solutions of (4.1), (4.2) of type I. 
DEFINITION. A pair (II, A) E W&(Q) x [0, a) is called a solution of (4.1), 
(4.2) of type I if 
U(X) > 0 for all x E Q, 
u(x) = 0 for all x E 9, 
and 
Mu(x) + cu(x) = V(u(x)) for almost all x E Q. 
Before stating the main results we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Given u E W,l(Q) (p 3 2N) and y E R, let 
w = {x: u(x) = y}. 
Then &(x)/ax, = 0 (i = l,..., N) for almost all x E W. 
Proof. It is well known (see, for example, [14, Theorem 3.11) that if 
u E W,l(S2) then there exists a subset sz’ of Sa, with meas(Q\Q’) = 0 in which u is 
differentiable with respect to each xi in the classical sense and the classical 
derivative is equal to the generalized derivative. Let w’ : = (x E G?‘: U(X) = r}. 
Thus meas W’ = meas w. 
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Choose i E {l, 2,..., N} and let I be any line parallel to the x,-axis. Suppose 
that 2 E W’ n I is an accumulation point of W’ n 1. Then (au/&J (x) = 0. Since 
the set of isolated points of W’ n Z is at most countable, we thus have that the 
one-dimensional measure of {x E w’ n I.~(&/&,) (x) # 0} is zero. Hence 
(x E w’: (au/ax,) (x) # 0} has N-dimensional measure equal to zero. 
Let the set of all solutions of,(4.1), (4.2) be denoted by Y(I) and let ‘%(I) 
denote the component of Y(1) with the topology of C”(n) x R containing (0,O). 
Let A be the lowest real eigenvalue of the problem 
Mu(x) = Au(x) for x E Q, 
u(x) = 0 for x E fW. 
THEOREM 4.2. If m : = inf&(p)/& p E (0, l]> > h,(l), then there exists a 
cofzstunt c > 0 such that %?(I) is a bounded subset of Cl(Q) x [0, 00). 
Proof. First of all we show that {A E [0, co): (u, A) E Y(I), 11 u 11 ,< l} is 
bounded. Suppose that (u, A) E 9’(l), )/ u /I < 1 and meas{x E Q: u(x) = I} = 0. 
Then 
Mu(x) + (c - Am) u(x) = X[h,(u(x))/u(x) - m] u(x) 
20 for almost all x E 9 
and u(x) = 0 for x E a.Q. Hence by Lemma 3.10(b), Am - c < A and so h < 
(A + c)/m = A*. 
Suppose now that (II, A) E 9(I), 11 u 11 < 1, and meas{x E 9: u(x) = l> # 0. 
Then, applying Lemma 4.2 twice, Mu(x) = 0 for almost all x E {x E Q: u(x) = I}. 
But Mu(x) + c = h.(I) f or almost all x E {x E 51: U(X) = I}. Hence A = c/f (1). 
Thus we have that 
{A: 3(u, A) E Y(1) and I/ u I/ < 1) C [0, A*] u {cif(l)}. 
Now we show that there exists a c > 0 such that for some 6 > 0 and A, > A*, 
there are no (u, A) E Y(1) with 11 u 11 E (1, 1 + S) and h < A, . 
Since m > h,(l) > 0, there exists E > 0 such that (1 - E) m > h,(l). For this 
E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that h,(l) > (1 - G) h,(p) > 0 for all 
p E [l, 1 + 61. Let c = [h,(l) (A + m)]/[(l - c) m - h,(l)] and let A, = A* + 1 
= (A + m + c) (l/m). Suppose that (u, A) E 9’(I), I/ u I! E (1, 1 + S), and 
h < A,. Then hh,(ll u 11) - c 11 u II < 0 because 
WI u II) 
I’ u II 
< (‘,, + m + c) 1 ch(l) hdl) 
m (I - e) 
h,(l) G” + m) + 
- (1 - E)m (1 - l ) m 
= 4X1 - 4m - W)l + cW) 
(1 - .)m (1 - E) m = ” 
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Let w := (X E Q: U(X) > l}. Then 
Mu(x) < 0 
U(X) = 1 
for all x E W, 
for all x E au. 
Hence, by the maximum principle, U(X) < 1 for all x E w. 
Thus, for c = [h,( 1) (A + m)]/[( 1 - l ) m - h,(l)] and with E and 6 as 
above, we get 
{(u, h) E Y(1): I/ u /I ~(1, 1 + 6) and h < h,} = 0. 
Choosing y E (h*, hi) with y # c/f(l) and setting U : = {(u, h) E C(o) x [0, co): 
11 u j/ < 1 + 6/2 and h < r>, we have that Y(1) n aU = r?. Hence %(I) C U, 
since (0,O) E U and V(1) is a connected subset of C(G) x [0, CO). Hence %(I) 
is bounded in C(a) x [0, 00). S ince the validity of Lemma 3.8 depends only on 
the behavior off (applying that lemma), we get that V(1) is bounded in Cl(a) x 
[0, 00) and even in W&$2) x [0, CO). 
It is clear that the above proof can easily be modified to yield a similar result 
for function f having more than one point of dicontinuity. 
In certain circumstances we can use some of the results of Section 3 to esta- 
blish the unboundedness of V(1). In what follows we will make use of the follow- 
ing result. 
LEMMA 4.3. If c = 0, then Y(I1) C Y(1). 
Proof. Let (u, h) E Y(II), with h > 0. Assume that meas(w := {x E fin: 
U(X) = 1)) > 0. Then, by Lemma 4.1, MU(X) = 0 for almost all x E w. But 
MU(X) E A~(u(x)) for almost all x E Q, and so (in particular) MU(X) E @(U(X)) for 
almost x E W. Hence 0 E h.(l). Th is is impossible since h > 0 and 0 $f”(l). 
Thus we conclude that meas w = 0 and this implies that (u, h) E Y(1). 
Combining this lemma with Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.9, respectively, we 
get the following results. 
THEOREM 4.4. If c = 0, ‘+?(I) is an unbounded subset of Cl@) x [0, a). 
COROLLARY 4.5. If c = 0, (11 u I/: (u, A) E V(I)} = [0, 00). 
If f satisfies the following additional conditions we can study the sets P%(I) 
and PY(1) in more detail. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If c = 0 and 
(i) limp++, p-Y(p) = 0, then P%(I) = [O, co). 
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COROLLARY 4.7. If c > 0 and 
(ii) infpE(,,,m)p-lf(p) > /3 > 0, thm PY(I) C [0, rl(c)/fl], where A(c) is 
the lowest real eagenvalue of the problem 
Mu(x) + CU(X) =h(x) fw x E Q, 
u(x) = 0 for x E ai2. 
Arguments similar to those given in the proofs of Corollary 3.11 establish the 
above results. Note that now we do not need to consider (3.7) and (3.8), res- 
pectively. 
5. EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
Let M and f be as in Section 4. From the results of Section 3, we know that 
there exists a solution u E W&$2) of 
Mu(x) + 4-4 d(+)) 
u(x) = 0 
for almost all x E Sz, 
for x E aG, 
provided that c > 0 and that lim,,, p-If (p) = 0. Moreover, in Section 4, we 
showed that there exists a solution u E W&(Q) of 
Mu(x) + 4~) = f (u(x)) for almost all x E Sz, 
u(x) = 0 for x E ai2, 
(5.1) 
provided that c = 0 and that lim,,, p-lf (p) = 0. 
In this section we show that the condition c = 0 in this result for (5.1) cannot, 
in general, be replaced by the condition c 3 0. 
Recall that m = min{h,,(p)/p: 0 < p < 1} and that d is the lowest real 
eigenvalue of the problem 
Mu(x) = Au(x) 
u(x) = 0 
for x E Q, 
for x E asz. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that p-V&(p) is a nonincreasing function of p for 
p E [I, co) and that m - 2h,(l) > /l. 7%~ there exists c > 0 such that the 
problem (5.1) does not have any solution in W&,,(Q). 
Proof. Choose c E (h,(l), m - A) such that c # f (1). 
Suppose now that u E W&(Q). Then u is a solution of (5.1) if and only if 
(u, 1) is a solution of type I of (4.1), (4.2). 
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Suppose that (u, 1) is a solution of type I of (4.1), (4.2). Then one of the 
following cases occurs. 
(9 !4 < 1, 
(ii) 1 u Ij == 1 and meas{x: U(X) = 1} = 0, 
(iii) ,( u 11 = 1 and meas{x: U(X) = 1) > 0, 
(iv) /i u I/ > 1. 
If either (i) or (ii) holds then, as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we have that 
1 < A* = (A + c) (I/m). 
But it is easily checked that h* < 1 and so cases (i) and (ii) cannot occur. 
If case (iii) occurs, then using Lemma 4.1, we have that c = f(l), which is 
false by our choice of c. Thus case (iii) cannot occur. 
Suppose that case (iv) occurs. Then, by the Maximum Principle, we have that 
f(li u 11) - c Ij u /I > 0 and so Ij u 11-l h,(ll u 11) > c. But h,(l) < c, by our choice 
of c, and p-%,(p) ,< h,(l) for allp > 1. Hence case (iv) cannot occur. 
This completes the proof. 
It is again clear that the above proof can easily be modified to deal with 
functions f which are discontinuous at more than one point. 
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